Sway

Choreography: Darolyn Pchajek – darolyn@daretoclog.com
Level: Beginner’s Plus/ Easy Intermediate
Artist: Michael Buble
CD: Self-titled
Wait 32 beats

PART A
Sway Step – Heel Flap Slur Step DS (1/4 turn left) RS S(if) S S RS S(ib) S S RS DS DS RS
L L R R L RL R L R LR L R L RL R R LR
Repeat 3 more times to each wall

PART B
Turkey
Cross-Out Basic – DT (os) DT (xif) DS RS
L L L LR
Hard Step
2 Basics
Repeat Turkey, Cross-Out Basic & Hard Step with opposite footwork
Step, Sway hips left, Sway hips right, Sway hips

PART A*
Sway Step – (1/2 turn left this time)
Repeat to front

PART C
Loop Vine Slide – DS DS(xif) DS LOOP S DS LOOP S DS STEP SLIDE
L R L R L R L R L R
Scoop It – DS SCOOP RS SCOOP RS DS DS RS
L R RL R RL R L RL
Repeat with alternate footwork

PART B – Turkey, Cross-Out Basic, Hard Step, 2 Basics, Turkey, Cross-Out Basic, Hard Step, Step, Sway hips

PART A – Sway Step (all 4 walls)

PAUSE IN MUSIC

PART D
MJ Twist – DS DS(xib) RS(os) STEP RS(os) DS DT TWIST LEFT TWIST RIGHT
L R LR L RL R L BOTH BOTH
2 Heel Twists – DS Heel Twist (toes L to R) STEP DS RS (1/4 turn right on each heel twist)
L R LR L LR
Repeat to front

PART A** – Sway Step (all 4 walls – however on 4th time, omit triple on the end, and do 2 Hip Sways - Right & Left)

SEQUENCE: A  B  A*  C  B  A Pause  D  A**